Services held for student tonight in E.L.  

Although services for the MSU student who died early Sunday morning of acute heart trouble were held today, it was announced that James D. Kremer, 21, a sophomore majoring in zoology, was buried yesterday afternoon in Hollywood Cemetery, in accordance with his wishes.

Kremer was born in Cresco, Iowa, on October 9, 1922, son of Mr. and Mrs. August Kremer. He came to Michigan State last year to serve a forestry degree at the university.

Kremer's death followed a three-day illness.

---
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Power plant failures tied to May by trustee

A series of electrical blackouts in the University, the latter a minor one this three days ago, in taking the power plant and President Philip J. Maloney, president of the Board of Control, to task for a "serious failure of leadership." Maloney was unable to account for the series of failures, which resulted in a loss of power and a loss of electricity to the campus.

The failures, which occurred in May, have been blamed by the Board of Control on the "lack of personnel and equipment" and on the failure of the Board of Control to supervise the operation of the power plant. The failure has resulted in a loss of revenue and a loss of electricity to the campus. The Board of Control has been unable to account for the failures, which have occurred in May, and the Board of Control has been unable to account for the failures, which have occurred in May.

---

Course evaluation begins with 6 basic classes today

Arabs seeking Israeli peace through U.N.

Several Arab leaders have been calling for a "just" peace in the Middle East, but there is no indication of any progress in the negotiations. The Arab leaders have stated that they are willing to accept a "just" peace, but they are unwilling to accept the "unjust" peace that the Israelis have been fighting for. The Arab leaders have stated that they are willing to accept a "just" peace, but they are unwilling to accept the "unjust" peace that the Israelis have been fighting for.

---
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VC release 3 prisoners to peace mediator Hayden

Three Wayne students, permit three prisoners to be released by the National Liberation Front in the face of continued American pressure.

The prisoners were released by the National Liberation Front in the face of continued American pressure. The prisoners, who had been held for 20 years, were released by the National Liberation Front in the face of continued American pressure.

---
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How the brave...
Yale's grade policy: initiation of a trend?

Last week Yale became the first major university to abolish numerical grading at all levels. Even though the chairman of the grading subcommittee of the M.S. Educational Policies Committee, Charles R. St Clair, feels that the Yale plan probably won't be copied here, the move away from grade numbers cannot be ignored.

There are, of course, inherent problems in attempting to use such a system at a large university. The Yale designations of fail, pass, high pass, and honors might work well for a homogeneous group of students such as attend Yale. But as long as the grading system remains intact for students admitted to graduate school, the pitfalls of such a grading policy are obvious from a grade point average, are obvious. The possible deviation is too great to be practical.

Grades, too often, have become an end in themselves, especially at large universities, an effort should at least be made to make grades more meaningful, when they cannot be eliminated. The research, and recommendations of the Educational Policies Committee indicate a possible pass/fail system is feasible at MSU, especially if the students are selected and new major courses are acted on.

The action by Yale seems to indicate a national trend in grading policy. Before the end of this term, a decision should come on whether or not this move in the direction will be made at MSU. In the meantime, we can only wait for the improvements to make our grading system more flexible and responsive to students' needs.

---The Editors

Our Readers' Minds

SN: editorial: a visceral reaction

The voiceless Formosans

There has been a liberalizing of the political climate recently, especially on the part of the government on such issues as freedom of speech and association, yet the price of free expression has been too high. The authorities have been more lenient, but the citizens have been more outspoken. This is a hopeful sign, but it is also a sign of the times. There are problems, and they are real.

For the Formosans, the situation is not as simple. The government has been more lenient, but the people are not as vocal. The Formosan issue is still a sensitive one, and the government is not likely to give in easily. But there are signs of hope, and we should support them.

The Formosan issue is a complex one, and it is not easy to find a solution. But the government is making some efforts, and we should support them. The Formosan issue is a problem that needs to be solved, and we should work towards a solution. The Formosan issue is a problem that needs to be solved, and we should work towards a solution.
Nationalistic German party aiming for Parliament seats

The party program demands withdrawal of all foreign troops from Germany and reunification of the country, including former German new territory in the East. Von Thadden was threatened that the party might resort to civil war. During the party's efforts, Von Thadden's life was saved by a proposal for the formation of the council. The result is that the party leaders are making public appearances and speaking to the people.

Von Thadden also announced that he would reshuffle the program. He declared that was the only way to end up with the right solution. But the measures could not be taken without a guarantee of the people. He also believes that the only way to solve the problem is to give a solution to the people.
Spartans lose 4th straight, 14-13

BY GAYEL HESCH
State News Sports Writer

Indiana's high schoolers to amaze
No 数目 for softball suspect.
Now that the Hoosiers have come up empty in wishing well, the next move will be to
Olinger's Pawn Shops, 313, or any place where you can exchange your money. 

The Hoosiers are ranked #8 in the nation, but the Huskers have been ranked #5 at various times during the year. 

The loss avenged a lopsided win
for the Huskers, 21-16, in the first meeting of the season.

The game was a defensive struggle, but the Huskers were able to maintain their lead throughout the game. 

The Hoosiers, who are ranked #2, have won six of their last seven games, but the Huskers have won seven of their last eight games. 

Indiana will now face off against Northwestern on Saturday, while Nebraska will take on Iowa State on the same day. 

**New Baby in the House**

Starting the day on the right note, a new baby has been born at the Indianapolis Maternity Hospital. 

The new baby, a boy, was born at 6:30 a.m. on Monday, October 12, weighing 8 pounds, 3 ounces. 

The parents, Ms. and Mr. Smith, are overjoyed with the arrival of their first child. 

**Yat Wah Restaurant**

Located at 123 Main Street, Yat Wah Restaurant is offering a special promotion for Christmas cards. 

If you order a minimum of two complete dinner sets, the restaurant will give you a 1/2 price discount on the card. 

**Paddleball**

The Paddleball Club will hold a meeting on Tuesday, November 17, at 7:00 p.m. in the Student Center. 

New members are welcome, and games will be held on Wednesday nights. 

**The Card Shop and The Lost Mariner**

Located at 1234 Main Street, The Card Shop and The Lost Mariner offer a wide selection of greeting cards and unique gifts. 

Visit us on Saturday, December 5, for our annual Christmas Sale, where you can find the perfect gift for everyone on your list. 

**Metropolitan Life**

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company offers comprehensive life insurance plans to protect your family. 

Our agents are knowledgeable and can help you choose the right policy for your needs. 

**Peace on Earth**

Peace on Earth, a local arts and crafts store, is celebrating the season with a special sale on handmade items. 

Visit us on Sunday, December 6, for exclusive deals on local artwork and handcrafted gifts. 

**Christmas Cards**

Christmas cards are available at various locations throughout the city. 

For more information, please call 555-1234. 

**Piggy Bank**

The Piggy Bank is offering a special savings account for children. 

Open an account today and start saving for your child's college education. 

**Dominos Pizza**

Dominos Pizza is offering a special deal for college students. 

With the purchase of a large pizza, you can get a free drink. 

**How would you fit into Du Pont's Project X?**

To find out, you can take our free assessment test available online. 

The test is designed to help you understand your strengths and weaknesses, and to determine which Project X role would be the best fit for you. 

**Yes, Indiana is for real**

By Joe Mitchell
State News Sports Editor

When you talk about tradition at Indiana University, football comes to mind. But what about basketball? The Hoosiers have a rich history in the sport, and they are currently riding a four-game winning streak. 

The team has been led by senior forward Mike Jones, who has averaged 15 points per game in the last four contests. 

Indiana's success this season is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players and coaches. 

The Hoosiers are currently ranked #2 in the nation, and they will look to continue their winning ways when they face off against Michigan State on Saturday. 

**Early Bird Special!**

A Special Message from Domino's Pizza:

Because we deliver to the dorms only, we are making a special reduction in prices to anyone picking up a pizza between the hours of 5 p.m. and 9 p.m., Monday through Saturday. Our Early Bird Special consists of our big 12" one-item pizza for only $5.00 (before our regular price). 

Stop in and see the world's largest pizza at our convenient location in Spartan Shopping Center, at the corner of Troybridge and Harrison. Five doves down from Spartan, shoprite supermarket.

**Christmas Cards Chosen With**

The MSU Student In Mind. 
DIFFERENT, UNUSUAL, DISTINCTIVE

Peace on Earth
Frost win mud bath, 35-18

By DON CARLSTROM

State News Staff Writer

Frosh quarterback Gary Krueger

State freshman quarterback Gary Krueger, 6-5, 240-pound frosh quarterback, led MSU to a rain-soaked 35-18 victory over Kent State Saturday in Spartan Stadium. Krueger, who replaced beleaguered Jack Brannen in the first quarter, completed 17 of 25 passes for 189 yards and two touchdowns. He also ran for 84 yards and another score.

The defense set up all three touchdowns in the quarter by recovering fumbles on three consecutive offensive plays. The Spartans led, 10-7, before being held scoreless in the second half.

In the opening drive, MSU struck at once. With 7:50 left in the period, Kent State punter Brian Nelson fumbled as he was about to punt from the MSU 47-yard line. Jim King recovered at the MSU 10-yard line and the Spartans scored on a three-yard run by Gary Krueger in the first quarter. The same play combined for a second-quarter touchdown. Krueger scored on a 14-yard run with 9:20 left in the quarter.

The pass for the remaining point came when Krueger connected with Rich King for a field goal.

Midway through the second period, the Spartans were stopped at the Kent 17-yard line, but got a first down at the 39-yard line. On the next play, Krueger took a pass from Brannen and ran 16 yards to the six-yard line. After a penalty, the Spartans scored on a one-yard touchdown plunge by Gary Krueger.

The last drive of the game came with 4:40 left in the game. Krueger completed 10 of 13 passes in the drive to set up the winning touchdown.

The Spartans scored in the first quarter when Mark Kowalczyk, who replaced Mitchell in the first quarter, completed a 20-yard pass to Bob Foote for a touchdown.

Spartan defense stopped the Bearcats twice in the red zone, with the last drive coming with 4:09 left in the fourth quarter. The Bearcats were faced with a fourth-and-inch on the MSU 35-yard line. After a penalty, the Bearcats gained two more yards on the last play of the game, but were unable to convert.

The Spartans' defense was led by junior end John Nemecek, who had three tackles and a sack. Junior tackle Mike Smolik had two tackles and a sack, and senior end Jack Kowalczyk had three tackles and a sack. Senior linebacker Don Rosenblatt had six tackles and a sack, and junior linebacker Dave McFarland had six tackles and a sack.
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The Spartans' defense was led by junior end John Nemecek, who had three tackles and a sack. Junior tackle Mike Smolik had two tackles and a sack, and senior end Jack Kowalczyk had three tackles and a sack. Senior linebacker Don Rosenblatt had six tackles and a sack, and junior linebacker Dave McFarland had six tackles and a sack.
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COOL HAND LUKE

Newman brings anti-hero to new apex: anti-Christ

By JIM YOUNGLING
State News-Review

Editor's Note: This review was written before director Blake Edwards died last week. Most of the film's tensions and conflicts, however, remain intact, and Newman's performance as a reclusive, witty, and often Lawyers' Magazine.

The only bond that is "COOL HAND LUKE" is his occasional habit of battering, or times the saturation and character assessment come in among them. Newman was not a man of the words, "The film was not thought, though the overtures speak

as a man of

the Middle

the American

Lucas in the period of the American Civil War, and his expertise, between the lines, is a profound, unforgotten, and unforgettable character of the period. It
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GETS COOL RECEPTION
State Senator opposes unruly freedom protests

By LEO DAINA
State News Staff Writer

Despite being opposed by a number of groups, as well as the university, the students' requests for greater freedom on campus met innovative solutions from the administration.

For example, the administration recently revised the Student Handbook to allow for greater freedom of speech and assembly on campus, and they have also created a new committee to review and address complaints from students.

In addition, the university has implemented a new system of student body officials who are responsible for enforcing the Student Handbook, and they have also created a new system of student body officials who are responsible for enforcing the Student Handbook.

Senator opposed

Sen. Frank Beaudet, R-St. Cloud, spoke of a signa
tion that he received in the US Senate yesterday, in which he noted that they might oppose any pro
gram that they believe would lead to an increase in the number of crime on the university campus.

"The program is not only contrary to our interests in maintaining a safe and pleasant environment for our students," Beaudet said.

"It is also contrary to the interests of the entire university community. We must work together to ensure that our campus remains a safe and welcoming place for all students, faculty, and staff.

"I urge my colleagues in the Senate to consider carefully before voting on this measure."
Placement Bureau

International Ball at Holmes Hall

The Holmes Hall dancing room will be the scene of a "Global Cotillion" Saturday of the International Club presents its annual International Ball. The Robert R. Potter Orchestra will perform in the orchestral theme of "The Mikado," to be played by Nishio Hiromi, in harmony with the voices of Mrs. Jesse B. Hendry, Lansing junior.

Tickets for the ball will be sold in the Holmes Hall lobby, Thursday, November 19, at $2.50 per person.

The ball is sponsored by the International Club, with the proceeds to be used toward setting up a traveling fund for the International Club to use at any time in the future that it may wish to go outside the United States.

Free Dom Delivery

This card will do the trick!

Home Delivery

30-Day Guarantee

Take out your Free Dom Delivery coupon today at your nearest Post Office.

Lake Central Libraries

Lake Central Young Adult Read Plan

$2,500.00

2037 Advantage

December 1967

Baton Bowers

223 Albert (How to Stand Thermals)

Basic-outline

ATL. NAT. SCI. SOC. HUM.

Course outlines

HIST: 121, 122, 101, 102

PSYCH: 151: CHEM: 130, 141

MAT: 108, 109, 111, 112

STAT: 121, 123, MATH 120

ECO 200

PHYSICS: 237, 238, 239, 287,

288, 289

Complete notes for Davis in Massachusetts, Citizen Tom Payne, Poor White, Uncle Tom's Cabin.

Campus Music Shop

\[ \text{Average winter snowfall predicted} \]

Students will be disappointed by this report if they expect a report that will predict an average winter snowfall. The report is based on a study of the past 30 years of weather records, and it is intended to give an indication of what can be expected in the future.

The report states that the average snowfall for the upcoming winter will be 50 inches. This is an increase of 20 inches compared to last year's average, which was 30 inches. The average snowfall for the past 10 years has been 40 inches.

The report also predicts that the snowfall will be concentrated in the northern part of the country, with the southern part experiencing less snowfall. The report warns that this could lead to increased travel difficulties and increased costs for winter maintenance.

The report is based on a study of the past 30 years of weather records, and it is intended to give an indication of what can be expected in the future. The report will be available to the public in the near future, and it will be updated annually.

The report is published by the National Weather Service, and it is based on the latest climate models and data.

The report is based on a study of the past 30 years of weather records, and it is intended to give an indication of what can be expected in the future. The report will be available to the public in the near future, and it will be updated annually.

The report is published by the National Weather Service, and it is based on the latest climate models and data.
Hunt for Napoleon's relics takes coed into cobwebs

By DANCE ANDERSON

The hungry search is on by the Michigan State Police to recover a set of very rare silver spoons that disappeared in Belgium during World War I. The spoons, which are now valued at $50,000, are said to have been taken from a Belgian count by a German soldier. The spoons are believed to be in the possession of a Belgian jeweler.

In the meantime, the Michigan State Police are continuing their search for the missing silver spoons. They have already checked with several European countries, but so far they have been unsuccessful. The police are now focusing their attention on Belgium, where the spoons are believed to be located.

Meanwhile, the Michigan State Police are searching for other valuable items that were lost during the war. They have already recovered a set of rare stamps and a valuable painting, but they are still searching for more.

Basics evaluations

Professor talks on Alexandria

Dr. John Brown, associate professor of history, spoke Monday on the city of Alexandria. Dr. Brown is the author of several books on the city, including "Alexandria: A Study in Civilization." He discussed the city's history, its role in the development of modern civilization, and its influence on modern society.

Dr. Brown's talk was well received by the audience, who asked many questions about the city. He answered their questions with great enthusiasm and knowledge.

Power blackouts tied to May

SN edit humiliates advertising staff, 7-6

The State News editorial staff scored early and held on for a 7-6 victory Friday over the Greenbacks from State News advertising. Editor Jack Johnson led the Greenbacks to the sudden death overtime victory to score the win.

Advertising humbled by a surprising defeat all afternoon, but broke through in the second half to hold on for the win. The victory is the first for the Greenbacks this season.

PRISONERS RELEASED

The Michigan State Police released a statement yesterday indicating that the prisoners were released as a result of the recent strike by the prisoners. The prisoners are expected to be released within the next few days.

NEW PENGUINS IN STOCK

... at your campus bookstore

Dots DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS

920 TROMBEE RD.

CITY: CLEVELAND

LOW PRESCRIPTION PRICES. AN ETHICAL PHARMACY.

DOROTHY BLACK, FORMERLY OF COLUMBIA, NOW OF THE MIDWEST

EUGENICS SELECTED WRITINGS

Edited by W. G. MacNeish. A new collection of selected works on eugenics, including articles, essays, and speeches of W. G. MacNeish. To be available in May.

Penney's always first quality

One week only!

Energy Engineering

WITH THE

CORPORATE RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND CONSULTING LABORATORIES

COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM

Research Station, 13220

Columbus Development E's

Engine's Economics Analysis CYE's

Something on Industrial Properties, CHEM 1', CAES, Heavy Equipment, and Materials

There was a lot of excitement in the station last week when we finally got the new research equipment. The new equipment is much better than the old, and it will really help us in our research work. Especially in the area of industrial properties, where we now have a much better ability to analyze the data. This will really help us in our research work.

Katherine Gibbs Memorial Scholarships

... Full tuition for one year... 50% of tuition granted..." 

Katherine Gibbs School offers full tuition scholarships for women in need. These scholarships are available to both full-time and part-time students. For more information, please contact the admissions office.

Katherine Gibbs World of Fashion

Meeting with college women... No charge... "

Katherine Gibbs School offers a unique opportunity for college women to learn about the fashion industry. The school provides a chance to meet with professional women in the industry and to learn about the latest trends. The school offers no charge for the meeting, and all women are welcome.

Katherine Gibbs World of Fashion... "
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